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Silver Linings in Pandemic Winters
God of Roads
I, peregrine of
noon.
—Yvor Winters
(From Selected Poems of
Yvor Winters, edited by
Thom Gunn, Library of
America, 2003.)

G

reetings to students, staff, and faculty from the editors of The
Peregrine, our Reading and Writing Center newsletter at
FLC. We salute all your efforts to study, or to deliver or
administer education, during this most uncertain, difficult season. To
take part in our current large-scale experiment in distance learning
calls for patience and bravery from everyone. You have honored our
need for safety in a pandemic and risen to the challenge with
creativity. We present several results of that creative spirit.

We aim to demonstrate the truth in the saying that the darkest clouds
hold silver linings. We present here several poems (plus a description
by a student of her poetic process); a delectable recipe and three
artworks; a nonfiction work on one student’s coping and entrepreneurial skills; a piece
that walks the high wire between essay and prose poem; and a journal entry. All
exemplify their genres and are lit from within by enough silver to scatter any troubling
or lingering mind clouds. We commend them to our readers and—happy holidays!
—Kelsey Owen and Tom Goff, RWC, Editors
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Pieces that speak to the historic moment we are living in, and which describe or call for
appropriate action.

Kairos:
Etymology: Greek καιρός right or proper time.
Fullness of time; the propitious moment for the
performance of an action or the coming into being of a
new state. (Oxford English Dictionary)

Artwork by Lynnette Hersh
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The Stagnancy of the Now

backward, as the extended time alone
n the beginning of March, I sat down
wore on and sent me into a listless and
with strangers in the library of
Folsom Lake College, quickly waved
bitter nostalgia. Yet, the flowers still
budded bright yellow, the birds still
and smiled at the elderly couple passing
me by in the park, and attended a close
competitively dive bombed from green
friend’s poetry reading in a tight
leafed trees, and the bats still flapped
building where my knees touched both
their papery wings as the sun began to
set warmer each night. Everything on
of my neighbors at a packed table. In
just two short weeks, I was scared to
the outside moved forward with
uncertainty and strength, and I, stuck
answer the door when a UPS worker
inside, had retreated entirely to the
came to my home and refused to answer
things that were set in stone
my phone because speaking
in person was preferred and
“I have found a behind me, dusted from never
having a moment to think about
gave me less anxiety. I was a
bizarre
comfort
them again.
child again, but this time my
isolation was not out of the
in the
As time passed, I began to
contentment of being alone,
continuous
lay outside on top of my concrete
but out of the intense fear of
grieving
of
this
driveway, looking up at bats
both the conditions of the
darting back and forth between
outside and the inside.
year.”
the background of constellations and the
aching tree branches. It was July and I
When the semester was over in
found comfort in the fact that I no
May, I stared out of my bedroom
longer needed an excuse to read outside
window for hours listening to the
all day long or stay on the phone with
hummingbirds buzz loudly for nectar
and watching blue jays bully the
my friends for hours, giving live
commentary on a film that we both put
neighborhood cats for scraps of food.
on at the same time because we could
These scenes reminded me that I, too,
not see each other. I felt suspended in
was starving. I was starved of the
interactions from friendships that I had
time like a spider on an unsturdy web
that swooped downward at any attempt
let slip as the weeks of quarantine
to move forward or backward. I was
passed by, and I was starved of the
outside that displayed such vibrant and
like a child who could not go beyond
her driveway, who could only fill the
continuous life. Everything in my world
hours with basketball and books. For
had felt like it had halted and gone
the first time, that was a welcome relief
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from the events of the past, and the
unknowns of the future.
It is now November and I have
found a bizarre comfort in the
continuous grieving of this year. Within
grief, there is strength in the ability to
move through and overcome feelings of
intense sadness. This year has broken
me down and taken all of the shattered,
empty glass to rebuild me entirely in
sturdy steel. I no longer dwell on the
moments of the past, and I do not fear
the uncertainties of the future. I have
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been forced into the stagnancy of the
present, but from time to time I think
back to the odd joys of being one of the
anonymously packed bodies in a venue,
buzzing with communal appreciation
for the performance of another person. I
believe that we will have that again. But,
until we do, we will keep balancing in
the middle of the web, carefully
building it stronger outward, from
stagnant day to day.

Designed by Creazilla
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Tracy Rosenberg Roso
September 16, 2020
ENGWR 39 - B. Farrand

Journeys in Journaling:
Money Worries and How They Are (or Might Be) Handled

W

hen I think of my current
It wasn’t until I met my future husband
financial situation, one word
that I learned how to be more
that comes to mind is
responsible about money. He grew up
‘grateful.’ My bills are paid on time and
learning about the importance of saving,
my husband and I have paid off debt,
planning, and responsible spending,
too. We don’t spend what we don’t
too. I learned not to be impulsive with
have. We meet with a financial planner
my spending and thought more about
each year to make sure we are planning
what I wanted versus what I needed.
appropriately for our
retirement. We add to our
“I learned not to We have always told our kids
savings account
that cash is king, and we
be impulsive
automatically through my
mean it, too. The one credit
with my
husband's payroll deduction
card we have is used only for
each payday. It has taken
emergencies, like auto repair
spending and
many years to get to this
or a vet emergency, and is
thought more
point.
paid off immediately so we
about what I
don’t have to pay the interest.
I made many money
wanted versus We have taught our sons,
mistakes as a young adult,
what I needed.” now 18 and 24, the
like so many do. I opened up
importance of saving and
lines of credit and immediately went
living within their means. My 24-yearinto debt, and I couldn’t afford to pay
old doesn’t even have a credit card, yet.
even the minimum amount due. I was
never taught anything about money
It is my hope that my husband and I are
management while growing up. The
passing good financial habits onto our
only thing I learned from my parents
sons and that they won’t make the same
about money was that there was never
mistakes I did.
enough. I couldn’t even begin to save,
and I barely got by.
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Soft Notes on Hard Times

Hey all,
I hope everyone is doing well. This year
In addition, I find books very
motivating in these times. I encourage
has been tough for everyone in different
everyone who feels stress to try and
ways. This has been my first year in
college and I have to say this is not what
read. I tend to read fantasy books
I imagined it would be like. I started
because their stories are inspiring in
college unsure of what
many ways. I am currently
“…we do not reading the Lord of the Rings
studying online would be
like and if I was making
trilogy, and some of the quotes
get to choose
influence positive thinking. Here
the right decision. I signed
what
situation
is a profound passage from the
up for a sculpture class
we get to live trilogy that is relevant to today
because art has always
been a stress reliever for
in, but to make and any other demanding time:
“so do all who live to face such
me, and I’m quite happy I
the
best
of
it.”
did. This class has allowed
times, but that is not for them to
me to work with many
decide. All we have to decide is
materials I've never tried
what to do with the time that is
before. I also learned to deal with stress
given to us.” I think this quote shows
by working on my Etsy store. Working
that we do not get to choose what
on new items and crafting helps time
situation we get to live in, but to make
the best of it. Some circumstances are
fly.
out of our control, both good and bad.

Designed by Creazilla
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Jazmin finds comfort in creating
sculptures and running her Etsy shop.
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InVerse, ObVerse, AdVerse, ReVerse: All Verse
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As Rocks Break Scissors, Rain Snuffs Fire
by Tom Goff

This plentiful downpour shouldn’t cause dismay;
Rather the opposite. Goodbye to fire
For now, or till the grasses once more fray,
Dry, white-gold as wedding rings, sere as desire
For sunlight carried to danger. By what way
We mold warmth, as our sun does, into spires,
Inferno basilicas—richly paid for in grayOrange cinders, July-Fourth flares, the fun pinwheel
Swollen to charring cyclone—who here can tell?
Our mind-flame squeezes out heat alongside light,
Scorches life down to dementia. I’d rather feel
Rain-softened brain, a tad depressed, when hell’s
At hand, when thoughts or environments ignite.
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The Promise of a Morning Kiss
by Lucy Vanegas

I wake up to darkness;
my soul weighs heavy with sadness.
Pixabay

His light illuminates my room
You are awake, I tell him; he smiles
Anticipating our encounter,
I rush outside.
He warms my face with kisses,
and joy invades my body.
Influenced by his warmth
Gratitude comes to light
and as a blooming orchid,
hope takes life.
A promise of new beginnings,
by a kiss from the morning sun.

The Life We Mediate
Can Only Infiltrate
by Tom Goff
for Andrew Williamson
Filters and filters barricade the mind.
Our eyesight comes traduced by aqueous humor,
Strained through floaters. Eye-skin clouds like rind.
Vision at best nets truth which threads like rumor
Through pupils, opaque as touch or taste. Each sense
Illusory, when schools rank it separate.
Delusional, our entire attempt to fence
All inputs in conceptual bounds, the gate
10
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Shut, so we claim, on walls worse than a mesh
Of kelp that “purifies” this drifting shine
Turned murk where weed impounds the salt-dense thrash
Of wet we hope to thresh, to scrub out brine,
Rinse out sea-bottom sand, and call it clean.
We warp the sensual truth we term serene.

The Power of Writing
by Chloe Regan

A blank sheet of paper lies before me,
The words I lay on this paper are slight,
Astounding the potential they could be,
They begin to take form and find their light.
My words come out more powerful this time,
My ideas begin to spiral and flow,
Steadily their power begins to climb,
They begin to build, never a plateau.
But oh, how you make my hand cramp just so,
My mind is scrambled, and I cannot think,
After a bit of time I write so slow,
Eventually I run out of ink.
Finally, to my mind the right words come,
This challenge had my hand and mind aflame.

A word from the poet:
The intent of writing this sonnet
is so I could show how powerful words
can be, how they can transform a blank

piece of paper into something beautiful,
a work of art. I wrote about writing, and
the potential it has to create a beautiful
11
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piece of art. I chose to write about this
the emotion and intensity in which we
because I love writing, and I love new
use them” (McCaughey). Words seem
writing challenges, and I’ve never
endless, but sometimes the right words
written a sonnet before so why not write
are hard to find, especially as soon as
a sonnet about writing something
you begin trying to meet specific
challenging, like this sonnet itself, which
requirements. This was one of the more
can be reflected in my piece. It pertains
challenging assignments I have
to general writing, and the stages you
completed, and I found I met this
go through when creating a new piece
struggle of finding the right words head
of writing, but it also relates to how it
on quite a few times, which is ironic
was writing this piece specifically. This
because while writing about the power
was one of the most challenging pieces I
of writing, I struggled to find the right
have written in a while, maybe ever, but
ones.
it was also the most satisfying to write
When I started writing this, I sat
and the feeling of accomplishment I felt
for a long time looking at my piece of
when I was finished made the
paper thinking of the right
whole process worth the
“Words seem words to fill the page. At first,
complexity and struggles I had
endless, but
I felt like I was having such a
faced while writing this.
sometimes the hard time with the finding
When you find the right
the right words and meeting
right
words
are
words, it gives you a way to
the requirements that I felt it
hard
to
find…”
express yourself, your
wasn’t a good start, and I
emotions, as well as share a
explained the process I went
part of yourself with others. Words are
through within my piece itself. When
one of our most powerful ways to
writing a new piece, it’s always
express ourselves. Think of how quickly
challenging to find where to start. I
you can ruin someone’s mood or their
wanted to reflect this in my first
day by saying the wrong thing; words
quatrain. I wrote about starting with a
can be a negative, but they can also be
blank page, and once I began writing I
inspiring and encouraging, bring joy to
felt my words were insignificant,
others around us, and create works of
although they had potential to become
art. Words contribute to every aspect of
something powerful and they finally
our life. “Don’t ignore the power of
began to find their way. Once you get
words. This power will play a perpetual
started it is easier to build on your piece,
role in your life. Our ability to find love
and the words and ideas begin to flow
and joy rely entirely on the frequency of
as your piece builds into a powerful
those words being sought, expressed,
work of art. In the second quatrain I
received, and understood. Power comes
wrote about them gaining power, my
from the words themselves, and from
ideas become more creative and never
12
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to end this piece, writing about the
reflection process was a good way to
wrap it up.

When you get into it, the ideas
are flowing but after some time you
The sonnet format is a very
grow tired and your ideas become
difficult thing to follow. Once I finally
jumbled and your hand cramps and you
found and outlined the ideas I had, I
feel like you can’t write one more word.
worked on finding the right words to
The third quatrain where the turn
meet the syllable structure, making sure
occurred, reflected this struggle and
along the way they still met the correct
showed as much as I love writing and
rhythm of the poem format. There were
being creative, after a while your hand
many difficult aspects to writing in the
begins to cramp, and your brain feels
sonnet format that I struggled with,
including finding the right words to
are fuzzy and you can’t think straight,
make the sentence flow while
and it becomes harder to
write. My analogy of running
“When writing still getting the correct number
out of ink was my brain and
of syllables and stresses. It was
a
new
piece,
it’s
body running out of steam
incredibly difficult for the
always
from working so hard at
stresses of feet and the
writing. The ending couplet is
challenging to rhythm, and there are
when I finally find myself and
definitely some lines that do
find
where
to
not meet the correct format
am able to write my heart out
start.”
and finish the piece.
100% as this was my biggest
Sometimes the conclusion is
struggle. I outlined the poem,
the hardest part, whether it’s finding the
what I wanted to convey in each
right way to wrap up a story, or finding
quatrain, and then began working on
the right words, like for this assignment.
the length of each line and the word
choices to get the correct syllables in
I write about how I have been
struggling to find the right way to end
each line which was difficult, but it
this piece, and I finally find the right
came together nicely after working on it
for a while. Overall, this was one of the
words, and how good that feels. I think
most challenging pieces I have written
reflecting on the piece you have been
working on is a good practice for
in a while, maybe ever, but it was also
anything you’re working on, and I
the most satisfying to write and the
wrote about reflection because this is the
feeling of accomplishment I felt when I
last thing to do and was fitting for the
was finished made the whole process
last line of this piece. For this piece
worth the complexity and struggles I
specifically, when I reflect on how
had faced while writing this.
challenging it was to find the right way
Works Cited
“The Power of Words” Brendan McCaughey, 2018,
https://medium.com/@multitude27/the-power-of-words-61c524ddf1b5
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Bourekas

Recipe by Lynnette Hersh

(photo by Lynnette Hersh)

Ingredients:
2 sheets of puff pastry dough, 10 oz. of El Mexicana Queso Panela cheese, 2-3 eggs,
sesame seeds to sprinkle (optional)
Tools:
1 fork, 1 large flat pan, wax paper or tin foil, and oil/spray to grease your pan.
(continued on next page)
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Directions:
1.)

Preparation: Preheat your oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit and defrost your puff

pastry sheets if they are frozen. Whisk together your eggs in a bowl and cut your cheese
into small, tablespoon-size pieces. Set up your pan by placing either tin foil or wax
paper on top of it and greasing it (wax paper may still need to be lightly greased).
2.)

Make the triangles: Unfold your puff pastry sheets and cut them into equal

squares. These should be about 4x4 inches. Place one cheese portion in the center of
each square. Then, grab any upper corner of each square and pull downward to the
opposite corner to fold each square into a triangle. To seal the triangles, pinch firmly
along the outer open edges with your fingers, and then take your fork and press it
down against these edges.
3.)

Prepare the pastries for the oven: Dip each triangle inside your bowl of eggs, and

then place each "egg washed" triangle onto your greased pan. Finally, if you wish, you
may sprinkle sesame seeds on top of the pastries.
4.)
Leave your pastries in the oven until they are a golden-brown color (this should
take about half an hour). Leave your pastries to cool before eating (they may be served
hot or cold).
Enjoy!

Designed by Creazilla
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Thoughts to Start Your Thoughts, Words to Start Your Words

(Artwork by Lynnette Hersh)

The Year 2020 (and You) in Reflection
A year’s end is a good time for reflection. Reflection comes in many forms,
ranging from sorrow to joy, from satisfaction at problems overcome and
skills mastered to concern for others in less fortunate surroundings.
Reflection involves recall, and our recollections can be positive or negative,
16
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with infinite degrees of thought or feeling in between those extremes. But
reflection is best arrived at by conscious effort, in work or play, to set it
down in writing or art; otherwise, thought vanishes, like the pictures of us
we see in a pond or stream, the instant a strong wind ruffles the surface, or
a strong current wipes our images downstream, till our facial blurs turn
mere watery material for the whole saline human ocean.
This year is an especially apt time to reflect: a Presidential election, a
pandemic, continued racial oppression, and a sharply polarized divide
over who owns truth are all reasons to write and reflect. But our own
tragedies and celebrations, our feelings of connectedness and isolation are
also reasons to reflect, in music, dance, art, and especially writing.

What to write:
(Not an assignment—and remember, you can create your own options,
choose your own topics)
When you reflect on the year 2020, what do you find? What surprises you?
How different was this year from what you expected?
What do you predict for 2021, in your own life or others’?
How does it feel to be home for the holidays, when home is where we’ve
been forced to stay?
Remember, griefs or frustrations are legitimate reasons to write.
Remember, too, that clouds can have silver linings. (That doesn’t mean
there’s no darkness.) Joy and sorrow can embrace—or fist-bump—on your
private page.

…
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The Peregrine is a newsletter for notes on
the latest doings of the Reading and
Writing Center, Folsom Lake College,
and a creative space for FLC student
and staff writings of many kinds,
literary or informal sharing (of recipes,
ideas that enhance or improve everyday
life, crossword puzzles, cultural notes
from students born in or outside the
USA, and more).
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You Matter. Period.
The Peregrine is now accepting submissions!
We are looking especially for pieces that show how your life has
been influenced by the Folsom Lake College experience, or pieces
that express aspects of your everyday life that you’d like to share
with FLC students and staff.
What we accept: Poetry, Nonfiction, Fiction, Student Essays, Recipes,
Artwork, Word Games/Puzzles, Writing Prompts, and more!

All submissions must be:
A maximum of 800 words
Submitted as a .docx file
Your own work, with credit to any outside sources
Ideally, never before published

How to submit:
Attach your document to an email addressed to
gofft@flc.losrios.edu or owenk@flc.losrios.edu with the
subject line “Peregrine Submission” and the genre of
the work you are submitting. (For example: “Peregrine
Submission: Poetry”)
If this is a simultaneous submission, let us know
immediately if your piece has been accepted elsewhere.
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The Peregrine is a newsletter produced by the Folsom Lake College Reading and Writing
Center, in order to:
• Explore student and staff creativity in various genres and personal styles of writing;
• Promote the FLC Reading and Writing Center;
• Support a campus culture of diversity, equity, and collaboration;
• Encourage institutional best reading and writing practices across multiple disciplines

To All Students: The Reading and Writing Center Online
In these days of “shelter-in-place,” we are offering as many of our on-campus services as
we can recreate online. This includes live Zoom tutoring sessions (or email responses) for
papers and reading assignments across many different disciplines. If you haven’t
dropped by when we were on campus, come see us now. From the FLC home page, see
under “Student Resources,” then under “Tutoring.” You will see icons (”tiles” or
”buttons”) that allow you to schedule appointments or drop in to the Reading and
Writing Center (FLC-Main or RCC) or the English Center (EDC). We also highly
recommend the FLC Tutoring Center for questions or tutoring sessions in math, statistics,
and various sciences or special subjects. Please consider The Peregrine our “calling card.”
Reading and Writing Center Online Hours (through May 20):
Main Folsom campus

Rancho Cordova Center

English Center, EDC:

Monday:
9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Tuesday:
9:30 am to 7:00 pm
Wednesday:
9:30 am to 7:00 pm
Thursday:
9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Friday:
9:00 am to 5:00 pm

Monday:
9:30 am to 12:00 pm
Tuesday:
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Wednesday:
9:30 to 11:30 am
Thursday:
9:00 am to 3:00 pm

Monday:
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Tuesday:
9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Wednesday:
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Thursday:
9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Friday:
10:00 am to 2:00 pm
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